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Automating data pipelines using Apache Airflow in
Cloudera Data Engineering

Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) enables you to automate a workflow or data pipeline using Apache Airflow Python
DAG files. Each CDE virtual cluster includes an embedded instance of Apache Airflow. You can also use CDE with
your own Airflow deployment. CDE currently supports two Airflow operators; one to run a CDE job and one to
access Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW).

Before you begin

Important:

• Cloudera supports certain Airflow core operators and hooks but does not provide support for any custom
extension through provider packages. See Supporting Airflow operators and hooks linked below. Cloudera
Support may require you to remove any installed provider packages during troubleshooting. See Provider
packages linked below for more information.

• Direct access to the native Airflow API is unsupported because bypassing the CDE API prevents job
tracking, centralized monitoring, and metadata tracking.

To complete these steps, you must have a running CDE virtual cluster and have access to a CDW virtual warehouse.
CDE currently supports CDW operations for ETL workloads in Apache Hive virtual warehouses. To determine the
CDW hostname to use for the connection:

1. Navigate to the Cloudera Data Warehouse Overview page by clicking the Data Warehouse tile in the Cloudera
Data Platform (CDP) management console.

2. In the Virtual Warehouses column, find the warehouse you want to connect to.
3. Click the three-dot menu for the selected warehouse, and then click Copy JDBC URL.
4. Paste the URL into a text editor, and make note of the hostname. For example, the hostname portion of the

following JDBC URL is emphasized in italics:

jdbc:hive2://hs2-aws-2-hive.env-k5ip0r.dw.ylcu-atmi.cloudera.site/default
;transportMode=http;httpPath=cliservice;ssl=true;retries=3;

About this task

The following instructions are for using the Airflow service provided with each CDE virtual cluster. For instructions
on using your own Airflow deployment, see Using the Cloudera provider for Apache Airflow.
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Procedure

1. Create a connection to an existing CDW virtual warehouse using the embedded Airflow UI:

Note:  The CDW Airflow operator does not currently work with SSO-enabled Hive virtual warehouses. If
you have enabled SSO on your virtual warehouse, disable it before continuing. For more information, see
Enabling SSO to a Virtual Warehouse linked below.

a) Navigate to the Cloudera Data Engineering Overview page by clicking the Data Engineering tile in the
Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) management console.

b) In the CDE Services column, select the service containing the virtual cluster you are using, and then in the

Virtual Clusters column, click  Cluster Details for the virtual cluster.
c) Click AIRFLOW UI.
d) From the Airflow UI, click the Connection link from the Admin menu.
e) Warning:  The connection credentials you specify here can be used by any DAG created by any user

in the same Virtual Cluster. Cloudera recommends using a CDP machine user for the connection to
CDW and limiting access to the CDE virtual cluster to trusted users using virtual cluster ACLs.

Click the plus sign to add a new record, and then fill in the fields:

To create a connection to an existing CDW virtual warehouse:
Conn Id

Create a unique connection identifier, such as cdw-hive-demo.

Conn Type

Select Hive Client Wrapper.

Host

Enter the hostname from the JDBC connection URL. Do not enter the full JDBC URL.

Schema

default

Login

Enter your workload username and password.

To create a connection to an existing virtual cluster in a different environment:
Conn Id

Create a unique connection identifier.

Conn Type

The type of the connection. From the drop-down, select Cloudera Data engineering

Host/Virtual API Endpoint

The JOBS API URL of the host where you want the job to run.

Login/CDP Access Key

Provide the CDP access key of the account for running jobs on the CDE virtual cluster.

Password/CDP Private Key

Provide the CDP private key of the account for running jobs on the CDE virtual cluster.
f) Click Save.

2. Create an Airflow DAG file in Python. Import the CDE and CDW operators and define the tasks and
dependencies.
For example, here is a complete DAG file:

from dateutil import parser
from datetime import datetime, timedelta
from datetime import timezone
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from airflow import DAG
from cloudera.cdp.airflow.operators.cde_operator import CDEJobRunOperator
from cloudera.cdp.airflow.operators.cdw_operator import CDWOperator

default_args = {
    'owner': 'psherman',
    'retry_delay': timedelta(seconds=5),
    'depends_on_past': False,
    'start_date': parser.isoparse('2021-05-25T07:33:37.393Z').replace(tzi
nfo=timezone.utc)
}
example_dag = DAG(
    'airflow-pipeline-demo',
    default_args=default_args, 
    schedule_interval='@daily', 
    catchup=False, 
    is_paused_upon_creation=False
)

ingest_step1 = CDEJobRunOperator(
    connection_id='cde-vc01-dev',
    task_id='ingest',
    retries=3,
    dag=example_dag,
    job_name='etl-ingest-job'
)

prep_step2 = CDEJobRunOperator(
    task_id='data_prep',
    dag=example_dag,
    job_name='insurance-claims-job'
)

cdw_query = """
show databases;
"""

dw_step3 = CDWOperator(
    task_id='dataset-etl-cdw',
    dag=example_dag,
    cli_conn_id='cdw-hive-demo',
    hql=cdw_query,
    schema='default',
    ### CDW related args ###
    use_proxy_user=False,
    query_isolation=True
)

ingest_step1 >> prep_step2 >> dw_step3

Here are some examples of things you can define in the DAG file:

CDE job run operator

Use CDEJobRunOperator to specify a CDE job to run. This job must already exist in the virtual
cluster specified by the connection_id. If no connection_id is specified, CDE looks for the job in the
virtual cluster where the Airflow job runs.

from cloudera.cdp.airflow.operators.cde_operator import CDEJobRu
nOperator
...
ingest_step1 = CDEJobRunOperator(
    connection_id='cde-vc01-dev',
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    task_id='ingest',
    retries=3,
    dag=example_dag,
    job_name='etl-ingest-job'
)

Query definition

You can define a query string or template within the DAG file for later reference as follows:

cdw_query = """
show databases;
"""

CDW operator

Use CDWOperator to execute a query against the CDW virtual warehouse. Specify the connection
ID you configured in Airflow, and the query you want to run.

from cloudera.cdp.airflow.operators.cdw_operator import CDWOpera
tor
...
dw_step3 = CDWOperator(
    task_id='dataset-etl-cdw',
    dag=example_dag,
    cli_conn_id='cdw-hive-demo',
    hql=cdw_query,
    schema='default',
    ### CDW related args ###
    use_proxy_user=False,
    query_isolation=True
)

For more information on query isolation, see the Cloudera Data Warehouse documentation.

Task dependencies

After you have defined the tasks, specify the dependencies as follows:

ingest_step1 >> prep_step2 >> dw_step3

For more information on task dependencies, see Task Dependencies in the Apache Airflow
documentation.

For a tutorial on creating Apache Airflow DAG files, see the Apache Airflow documentation.

3. Create a CDE job.

a) In the Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) console, click the Data Engineering tile and click Overview.
b) In the CDE Services column, select the service that contains the virtual cluster that you want to create a job

for.
c) In the Virtual Clusters column on the right, locate the virtual cluster that you want to use and click the View

Jobs icon.

a) Select the Airflow job type.
b) Name: Provide a name for the job.
c) DAG File: Use an existing file or add a DAG file to an existing resource or create a resource and upload it.

1. Select from Resource: Click Select from Resource to select a DAG file from an existing resource.
2. Upload: Click Upload to upload a DAG file to an existing resource or to a new resource that you can create

by selecting Create a resource from the Select a Resource dropdown list. Specify the resource name and
upload the DAG file to it.

4. Click Create and Run to create the job and run it immediately, or click the dropdown button and select Create to
create the job.
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Related reference
Supporting Airflow operators and hooks

Related Information
Provider packages

Enabling SSO to a Virtual Warehouse

Creating jobs in Cloudera Data Engineering

Managing Cloudera Data Engineering job resources using the CLI

Creating an Airflow DAG using the Pipeline UI

With the CDE Pipeline UI, you can create multi-step pipelines with a combination of available operators.

About this task

This feature is available in CDE 1.16 in new Virtual Cluster installations only.

Note:  Cloudera supports all major browsers (Google Chrome, Firefox and Safari) for this feature. If you’re
using a browser in incognito mode, you’ll need to allow all cookies in your browser settings so that you can
view Pipelines, Spark, Airflow page.

Before you begin

The Pipeline UI  has been enabled during Virtual Cluster creation.

Procedure

1. Go to  Jobs Create Job .

Under Job details, select Airflow.

The UI refreshes, only Airflow-specific options remain.

2. Specify a name for the job.

3. Under DAG File select the Editor option.

4. Click Create.
You are redirected to the job Editor tab.

5. Build your Airflow pipeline.

• Drag and drop operators to the canvas from the left hand pane.
• When selecting an operator, you can configure it in the editor pane that opens up.

On the Configure tab you can provide operator-specific settings. The Advanced tab allows you to make
generic settings that are common to all operators, for example execution timeout or retries.

• Create dependencies between tasks by selecting them and drawing an arrow from one of the four nodes
on their edges to another task. If the dependency is valid the task is highlighted in green. If invalid, it is
highlighted in red.

• To modify DAG-level configuration, select Configurations on the upper right.

6. When you are done with building your pipeline, click Save.

Managing an Airflow Pipeline using the CDE CLI

Based on your business requirement, you can use Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) CLI to create basic Airflow
pipelines or multi-step pipelines with a combination of available operators, to enable data-driven decisions. You can
update these Airflow pipelines by updating the DAG files and job configurations.
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Creating a pipeline using the CDE CLI
You can update the following properties in an Airflow pipeline:
Related Information
Using the Cloudera Data Engineering CLI

Creating a basic Airflow pipeline using CDE CLI
By creating a basic pipeline in Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) using the CLI, you can create multi-step pipelines
with a combination of available operators.

About this task

To create a basic pipeline in CDE, you must upload the Airflow (Directed Acyclic Graph) DAG to a CDE resource
and create a CDE Airflow job from this DAG.

Procedure

In the CDE CLI, run the following command:

cde resource create --name my_pipeline_resource
cde resource upload --name my_pipeline_resource --local-path my_pipeline_dag
.py
cde job create --name my_pipeline --type airflow --dag-file my_pipeline_dag.
py --mount-1-resource my_pipeline_resource

Related Information
Using the Cloudera Data Engineering CLI

Creating a pipeline with additional Airflow configurations using CDE CLI
By creating a pipeline with additional Airflow configurations using the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) CLI, you
can create multi-step pipelines with a combination of available operators. There are two ways to create this type
of pipeline. The first method detailed below is recommended approach that we highly suggest customers use. The
second is the alternative method that customers have used in the past, but is not recommended.

About this task

Airflow DAGs can be defined with parameters at the DAG-level or Task-level. These parameters can be overridden
in the case of a manual run. A manual run is triggered explicitly by the user. It is recommended to use the Params
approach so that default values can be used by the scheduled job instances as well.

For Params (Recommended)

An example of a DAG definition with additional Airflow configuration is as follows:

1. Create a configuration such as the example shown below:

from airflow import DAG
from airflow.models.param import Param

with DAG(
    "my_dag",
    params={
        # an int with a default value
        "int_param": Param(10, type="integer", minimum=0, maximum
=20),
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        # a required param which can be of multiple types
        # a param must have a default value
        "dummy": Param(5, type=["null", "number", "string"]),

        # an enum param, must be one of three values
        "enum_param": Param("foo", enum=["foo", "bar", 42]),

        # a param which uses json-schema formatting
        "email": Param(
            default="example@example.com",
            type="string",
            format="idn-email",
            minLength=5,
            maxLength=255,
        ),
    },
):
  # prints <class 'str'> by default
  # prints <class 'int'> if render_template_as_native_obj=True
  my_operator = PythonOperator(
      task_id="template_type",
      op_args=[
          "{{ params.int_param }}",
      ],
      python_callable=(
          lambda x: print(type(x))
      ),
  )

In this case, nothing needs to be done on the cde job create step. Values can be additionally
overridden in a manual run, through the --config flag of the cde job run  command. For example:

cde job run --name my_pipeline --config key1=my_new_value1

For Dag run conf (Not recommended)

Note:  This is an alternative method to create a pipeline with additional Airflow configurations, but it is
not recommended.

For historical reasons CDE supports the {{ dag_run.conf }} object as well. In this case, the option, --config       
key=value in the cde job create command, is used to define default values whenever the user triggers a manual run
using cde job run without specifying these parameters in the run command. This config option can be repeated to
define multiple parameters.

1. Create a configuration such as the example shown below:

cde resource create --name my_pipeline_resource
cde resource upload --name my_pipeline_resource --local-path my_pipeline
_dag.py
cde job create --name my_pipeline --type airflow --dag-file my_pipeline_
dag.py --mount-1-resource my_pipeline_resource -–config key1=value1 —-co
nfig key2=value2

The configuration can be used in a DAG as shown below:

my_bash_task = BashOperator(
 task_id="my_bash_task",
 bash_command="echo key1_value: {{ dag_run.conf[‘key1’] }} key2_value:
 {{ dag_run.conf[‘key2’] }}",
 dag=dag,
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)

The configuration can also be overridden for manual runs in the same manner as described in the
Recommended section on this page.

Related Information
Params

Using the Cloudera Data Engineering CLI

Creating an Airflow pipeline with custom files using CDE CLI [technical preview]
By creating a pipeline in CDE using the CLI, you can add custom files that are available for tasks. This is a technical
preview.

Before you begin
This feature is available in CDE 1.19 and above in new Virtual Cluster installations only.

About this task

For use cases where custom files need to be accessed within an Airflow task, you need to first upload the custom
files to a CDE resource, and then specify it in the job creation parameter using the --airflow-file-mount-<n>-resource
option. These files are available only to the jobs in which they are linked.

Procedure

Run the following commands to upload the custom files to a CDE resource, and then create the job:

cde resource create --name my_pipeline_resource
cde resource upload --name my_pipeline_resource --local-path my_pipeline_dag
.py
cde resource create --name my_file_resource
cde resource upload --name my_file_resource --local-path my_file.conf

cde job create --name my_pipeline --type airflow --dag-file my_pipeline_dag.
py --mount-1-resource my_pipeline_resource --airflow-file-mount-1-resource m
y_file_resource

Example

The files can be reached in Airflow DAGs with the following pattern: /app/mount/<resource_name or     resource_al
ias>/<file_name>, like in the following example:

read_conf = BashOperator(
     task_id=read_conf,
     bash_command=”cat /app/mount/my_file_resource/my_file.conf”
 )

Note:  It is possible to change the mount path by specifying the --airflow-file-mount-N-prefix my_custom_
prefix option in the job creation command, like in the following example:

cde job create --name my_pipeline --type airflow --dag-file my_pipeline_dag.
py --mount-1-resource my_pipeline_resource --airflow-file-mount-1-resource m
y_file_resource --airflow-file-mount-1-prefix my_custom_prefix

In this case, the file is available at:

read_conf = BashOperator(
     task_id=read_conf,
     bash_command=”cat /app/mount/my_custom_prefix/my_file.conf”
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Note:  As a best practice, Cloudera recommends to use the same resource name because it is simpler to follow
the DAG without having to look at the job definition. Also, it is possible to use “/” as a value to mount to /
app/mount if there is only one Airflow file mounted in the job definition; however, this is not recommended.

Related Information
Using the Cloudera Data Engineering CLI

Updating a pipeline using the CDE CLI
You can update the following properties in an Airflow pipeline:

Updating a DAG file using the CDE CLI
You can update a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) file using the CDE CLI for instances where the DAG needs to be
overridden. For use cases where the DAG needs to be overridden, first the DAG needs to be uploaded to the resource
to override the previous version, then you must update the job.

About this task
Unlike a Spark job, the Airflow job does not automatically pull in the updated resource. Airflow jobs require a
forced update by calling the job update command, such that the required files are uploaded to Airflow server for
processing.

Choose one of the following options in step 1:

Procedure

Updating a DAG file that needs to be overridden:

• Run the following command in the CDE CLI:

cde resource upload --name my_pipeline_resource --local-path my_pipeline_dag
.py
cde job update --name my_pipeline --dag-file my_pipeline_dag.py --mount-1-r
esource my_pipeline_resource

Updating a DAG in the case where the DAG needs to be set to a different one, first upload the DAG to any resource
and then the job needs to be updated:

• Run the following command in the CDE CLI:

cde resource upload --name my_other_pipeline_resource --local-path my_other_
pipeline_dag.py
cde job update --name my_pipeline --dag-file my_other_pipeline_dag.py --mou
nt-1-resource my_other_pipeline_resource

Updating the Airflow job configurations using the CDE CLI
In the case where the Airflow job was created with the --config option, the Airflow job configuration can be updated
with the following command below. For more information, see Creating a pipeline using the CDE CLI linked below.

Procedure

Run the following command in the CDE CLI:

cde job update --name my_pipeline -–config key1=new_value1 —-config key2=new
_value2
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The new configuration is merged with the existing job configuration.

Related Information
Creating a pipeline using the CDE CLI

Updating the Airflow file mounts using the CDE CLI [technical preview]
You can update or delete an existing file mount, or add new Airflow file mounts for your pipeline with these
commands.

Changing an existing file mount

cde job update --name my_pipeline --airflow-file-mount-1-resource my_new_pip
eline_resource

Changing a file mount prefix

cde job update --name my_pipeline --airflow-file-mount-1-prefix my_new_pipel
ine_resource_prefix

Adding a new file mount

Add a new file mount when one already exists:

cde job update --name my_pipeline --airflow-file-mount-2-resource my_new_pip
eline_resource

Removing an existing file mount

cde job update --name my_pipeline --unset-airflow-file-mount-index 2

Note:  You can only delete one mount at a time. After the mount is deleted, they will be re-indexed.

Deleting an Airflow pipeline using the CDE CLI
You can delete a pipeline in CDE using the CLI.

Procedure

To delete a pipeline, give the job name to the delete command:

cde job delete --name my_pipeline

Using CDE with an external Apache Airflow deployment

The Cloudera provider for Apache Airflow, available at the Cloudera GitHub repository, provides two Airflow
operators for running Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) and Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) jobs. You can install
the provider on your existing Apache Airflow deployment to integrate.
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Before you begin

Important:  CDE on CDP Private Cloud currently supports only the CDE job run operator.

• The Cloudera provider for Apache Airflow is for use with existing Airflow deployments. If you want to use the
embedded Airflow service provided by CDE, see Automating data pipelines with CDE and CDW using Apache
Airflow.

• The provider requires Python 3.6 or higher.
• The provider requires the Python cryptography package version 3.3.2 or higher to address CVE-2020-36242. If an

older version is installed, the plugin automatically updates the cryptography library.

About this task

This component provides two Airflow operators to be integrated in your DAGs:

• CDEJobRunOperator, for running Cloudera Data Engineering jobs.
• CDWOperator, for accessing Cloudera Data Warehouse

Procedure

Install Cloudera Airflow provider on your Airflow servers

1. Run the following pip command on each Airflow server: pip install cloudera-airflow-provider

Create a connection using the Airflow UI

Before you can run a CDE job from your Airflow deployment, you must configure a connection using the Airflow UI.

2. From the CDE home page, go to  Overview Virtual Clusters Cluster Details  of the Virtual Cluster (VC) where
you want the CDE job to run.

3. Click JOBS API URL to copy the URL.

4. Go to your Airflow web console (where you installed the Cloudera provider).

5. Go to  Admin Connection .

6. Click + Add a new record.

7. Fill in connection details:

Conn Id

Create a unique connection identifier.

Conn Type

The type of the connection. From the drop-down, select

• HTTP (if you are using Apache Airflow version 1)
• HTTP or Cloudera Data engineering (if you are using Apache Airflow version 2)

Host/Virtual API Endpoint

URL of the host where you want the job to run. Paste here the JOBS API URL you copied in a
previous step.

Login/CDP Access Key

Provide the CDP access key of the account for running jobs on the CDE VC.

Password/CDP Private Key

Provide the CDP private key of the account for running jobs on the CDE VC.

8. Click Save.

9. In the CDE Overview page, go to the CDE virtual cluster and click  View Jobs Create Job .
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10. Fill in the Job Details:

Job Type

Select the option matching your use case.

Name

Specify a name for the job.

DAG File

Provide a DAG file.

Use the CDEJobRunOperator to specify a CDE job to run. The job definition in the DAG file
must contain:
connection_id

The Conn Id you specified on the Airflow UI when creating the connection.

task_id

The ID that identifies the job within the DAG.

dag

The variable containing the dag object

job_name

The name of the CDE job to run. This job must exist in the CDE virtual cluster you are connecting
to.

For example:

from cloudera.cdp.airflow.operators.cde_operator import CDEJobRunOperator
...
t1 = CDEJobRunOperator(
    connection_id='cde-vc01-dev',
    task_id='ingest',
    dag=example_dag,
    job_name='etl-ingest-job'
)

11. Click Create and Run to create the job and run it immediately, or click the dropdown button and select Create to
create the job.

Supporting Airflow operators and hooks

Apache Airflow Python DAG files can be used to automate workflows or data pipelines in Cloudera Data
Engineering (CDE). CDE currently supports a specified list of Airflow operators and hooks that can be used.

Airflow operators

CDE supports the following Airflow operators:

• airflow.operators.bash
• airflow.operators.branch
• airflow.operators.datetime
• airflow.operators.dummy
• airflow.operators.email
• airflow.operators.generic_transfer
• airflow.operators.latest_only
• airflow.operators.python
• airflow.operators.sql

15
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• airflow.operators.subdag
• airflow.operators.trigger_dagrun

Airflow hooks

CDE supports the following Airflow hooks:

• airflow.hooks.filesystem
• airflow.hooks.subprocess

Related Tasks
Automating data pipelines using Apache Airflow in Cloudera Data Engineering
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